


































SPECIAL BONUS SECTION
The story of Prometheus #5 changed an awful lot while I fiddled with it for two years, with no less 
than four alternate cover versions done and several plot ideas thrown out entirely. These covers on 
the following pages mostly feature a story thread that never quite worked out.  

This issue took me nearly two years to complete its meagre 12 pages after Prometheus #4. Some 
of that was being a typical teenage slacker who had um, discovered girls. Part of it was the sheer 
difficulty for me in drawing The Promethean, a more or less “human” character when I was used to 
drawing amoebas, rabbits and punk rockers. 



To make up for my lack of skills I ended up heavily swiping from my comic book idols at the time 
like Frank Miller, Jim Starlin and John Byrne, whose work I unabashedly homaged (read: “ripped 
off”) for several panels in this issue. 

(If you dig out some of Byrne’s old Superman comics, you’ll find a handful of panels I basically 
redrew whole. In my defense, I was like, 16 at the time and pretty much nobody saw this comic 
back then, and also in my defense, the abominable drawings on the bottom of page 8 are me at 
the time without swiping.) 



The end result is a rather melodramatic combination of superhero angst and what would become 
Amoeba Adventures, but it’s still an issue I look fondly back at doing and see that many of the 
characters started to sound like “themselves” here, particularly Ninja Ant and Rambunny. (Spif was 
still acting like a punkrock hoodlum, and why on earth did I draw him smoking on page 9?) I love 
page 7, where I really embraced the “populated by bizarre critters” aspect of Spongopolis and 
finally stopped having Karate Kactus wander around stark naked. And I also discovered ZipATone 
to properly shade Ninja Ant’s skin tone! Revelatory! 



This cover draft (#4?) was far too graphic and overthetop for the tone of Prometheus' 
adventures, really. Blame it on a steady diet of Frank Miller Daredevil. 



Digging through old boxes of comics stuff, I realised that I apparently never throw anything out, 
because I found several “lost” pages from Prometheus #5 and my rough plot for the issue, which 
details a very different comic indeed. This kind of hardcore geekery is probably mainly of 
interest to me, but in the interest of completism, it’s all included here. 



As briefly explained at the end of the issue, Prometheus #5 was originally going to include an 
entire bizarre interlude where Prometheus and Rambunny try to deal with the news reports that 
the Promethean killed Prometheus, as hinted at on page 2. 



After playing around with this idea and pencilling a different version of pages 8 and 9, I think I 
realised how inane and complicated this whole idea was and just threw it out entirely. 



The plot synopsis for #5 (reprinted from my teenage notes in full) has a story that’s pretty similar to what was published 
but then takes a deep swerve around Page 10 to include the whole faked identity plot, plus the trial of the Asbestos 
Mushroom and Rambunny telling his origin story to the entire gang! 




